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This is a complementary text to my Japanese paper, ''A Japanese Theorist Versus A 
French Theorist on Symbolist Art: Maurice Denis as interpreted by Jiitaro Kuroda-around 
Cezanne and Later (1920) and Maurice Denis and the Symbolists (1921)", published in the 
Exhibition Catalogue, Les Nabis et Ie Japon, at the Nigata Prefectural Museum of Modern Art, 
Sep. 15-nov.5, 2000. The English translation of the paper, anonymously made by A & T Co. 
Ltd and published in the same catalogue, not only quoted Maurice Denis's texts through 
English retranslation of the Japanese translation, without referring to the French original, 
but also added numerous inadequate terminologies and mistranslations in regard to 
Japanese interpretations and misunderstandings of the French theorist, which the paper tried 
to analyse. As a result, the English version is almost incomprehensible to those who don't 
have any command of Japanese. In addition, the bibliographical reference in alphabet was 
eliminated for editorial reasons. Consequently, it has remained to be of no use for the non
Japanese specialists interested in the issue. The present English text aims at remedying these 
fatal inconveniences by providing original texts which will help readers verify and better 
understand my arguments. Let me add that the present paper is partly based on my lecture, 
"Maurice Denis and Japan, " held at the Kyoto Institute of Technology, on July, 28, 2001. My 
thanks goes to Ms. Namiko SASAKI, who asked for my contribution to the exhibition, and to 
Prof Takanori NAGAI who provided the author with the chance to write this paper. 

1. 
"Se rappeler qu'un tableau--avant d'etre un cheval de bataille, une femme nue, ou une 

quelconque anecdote--est essentiellement une surface plane recouverte de couleurs en un 
certain ordre assemblees." 

(Maurice Denis, "Definition du neo-traditionnisme" 1890) 

Maurice Denis (1870-1943)'s name has been mainly remembered with this definition of the 
painting which he delivered in 1890 at the age of 19. The originality of this formulation has 
been discussed, and tentatives were made to find out its precedents. {let us note that precedents 
are always searched for a-posteriori after a formula gains celebrity). Among other 
possibilities (Baudelaire, Puvis de Chavanne, Degas, etc.), Maurice Denis himself declared 
that he had found, much later, a similar formulation proposed by Hippolyte Taine (1828-
1893). 

"Un tableau est une surface coloree, dans laquelle les divers tons et les divers d~gres de lumi
ere sont repartis avec un certain choix; voila son etre intime," (Hippolyte Taine, Voyage 
en Italie (1866), quoted by Maurice Denis in his Charmes et Let;ons de l'Italie, 1933, p.177) 

KURODA Jiitaro (1883-1970) may be regarded as the main Japanese artist who made 
extensive studies of Maurice Denis and the Fin du siecle Symbolism, including the definition 
of the painting, above mentioned. Though Kuroda's publications such as Cezanne and After 
(1920) and Maurice Denis and the Symbolists (1921), have since long been out of print, and 
almost forgotten, it will be worthwhile to reread them as an aspect of the reception of Maurice 
Denis and his theories in the Far East. This paper proposes to study the Modernism 
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movement, around Paul Cezanne, not merely as a Western phenomena, but rather in the 
world-wide perspective in its true sense of the term. Let us begin by examining the "origin" of 
the Nabis school in the fin de siecle symbolism. 

2. 
The famous anecdote explaining the "origin" of the Nabis symbolist movement was 

first delivered by Maurice Denis, in 1903, in commemoration of Paul Gauguin shortly after 
the master's death in the South Pacific. Though SAITO Y ori(1885-1959)'s text on "The Art of 
Maurice Denis" (1913), the first Japanese text discussing the artist, published in the newly 
founded and influencial monthly literary and artistic magazine, Shirakaba (more or less 
equivalent of the contemprary Bloomsbery Group in England), does not mention the anecdote, 
a journalist, named "Tagawa" briefly refers to it in his notice on "Maurice Denis and his 
position" (1913), published in the Bijutsu Shinpo [Art News: being the Japanese version of, 
say Burlington Magazine]. Kuroda's version, in 1920, almost faithfully translates into 
Japanese the following text by Maurice Denis: 

"C'est a la rentree de 1888 que Ie nom de Gauguin nous fut revele par Serusier, retour de 
Pont-Aven, qui nous exhiba, non sans mystere, un couvercle de boHe a cigar sur quoi on 
distinguait un paysage informe, a force d'etre synthetiquement formule, en voilet, vermilIon, 
vert veronese et autres couleurs pures, telles qu'elles sortent du tube, presque sans melange de 
blanc. «Comment voyez-vous cet arbre, avait dit Gauguin devant un coin du Bois d'Amour, 
il est bien vert? Mettez donc du vert, Ie plus beau vert de votre palette; et cette ombre, plutot 
bleue? Ne craignez pas de la peindre[aussi] bleue [que possible]. Ainsi nous fut presente, pour 
la premiere fois, sous une forme paradoxale, inoubliable, Ie fertile concept de la "surface 
plane recouverte de couleurs en un certain ordre assembles". Ainsi nous connfunes que toutes 
oeuvre d'art etait une transposition, une caricature, l'equivalent passionne d'une sensation 
re9ues. Ce fut l'origine d'une evolution ... " 
(Maurice Denis, "L'influence de Paul Gauguin", L'Occident, oct. 1903; C.A. pp.74-75; Cf. 
Kuroda Jiitaro, 1920, pp.46-47) 

Jean-Paul Bouillon has already remarked that the "aussi blue que possible" (indicated in 
[ ... ]) was the retouch made by the French artist when he put togather his earlier essays and 
published them as Theories in 1910. In my opinion, this modification suggests an important 
issue: according to my hypothesis, with which Jean-Paul Bouillon does not agree, Maurice 
Denis in the above quote of 1903 does not see any logical connection, or at least the necessity 
of making any visible connection, between Gauguin's own choice of elementary colors and 
the philosophical notion of "equivalent" which Maurice Denis maintains to have been 
elaborated by the Nabis symbolist circle since then, as "l'equivalent passionne d'une sensation 
re9ue." As we shall try to demonstrate at the end of this paper, this notion of "equivalent" is 
directly stems from the contemporary psychology, and not necessarily from Gauguin himself. 
In fact, Denis insists in the same text upon the fact that Gauguin was not "professeur" and that 
his idea in 1890 remained in a state of "idee simple des couleurs pures." It was only by 1910, 
that Maurice Denis finally begins to realize the necessity of publicly declaring that the 
m~ssage from Gauguin, transmitted to the future Nabis via Serrusier in 1890, did already 
contain the hint of pictorial "equivalent" of the nature. Hence, he modified "blue" (1903) into 
"aussi bleu que possible" (1910) so as to make Gauguin's teaching compatible with the idea 
of their own "equivalent." 

In addition, Jean-Paul Bouillon also pointed out the important fact that it was not until 
1934, or 44 years later than the historical event, that the title of "Talisman" was publicly given 
to the "bolte a cigar" by Maurice Denis so as to make of the piece (currently at the Musee 
d'Orsay) a relic of the movement. These circumstances clearly show that the anecdote of Bois 
de l'Amour was no less a historical fact than a founding myth of the Nabis symbolism 
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retrospectively elaborated (and even retroactively dramatized) by Maurice Denis by his 
deliberate chrono-political intentions. The following question is to ask the reason why 
Maurice Denis had to successively make-up his (hi-)story of 1890. What happened between 
1903 and 1910? To answer these questions, we have to tum now to Cezanne, central figure to 
be discussed not only by Maurice Denis himself in his Theories, but also by the Japanese, 
Kuroda, in his Cezanne and After. 

3. 
The reception of Cezanne in the Far East is a chapter to be written and added in the 

History of World Art. Professor Nagai's thorough investigations must be published in their 
integrity, not only in Japanese but especially in Western language (either in French or in 
English, judging from Prof. Nagai's competence in a SImilar fashion as J.B. Bullen's Post
Impressionists in England). Let me add here one small anecdote in this respect, which will 
help us better understand in what kind of intellectual atmosphere Cezanne was welcomed in 
Japan around 1913. ARISHIMA Ikuma (1882-1974) is the first author who reported the 
sudden popularity of Cezanne in Paris, where he was staying around 1905-10. Upon his return 
to Japan, Arishima is asked to write about the artist in the newly founded Shirakaba 
magazine. For the biographical elements, he refers to Theodore Duret's book, Histoire des 
Peintres impressionnistes, published shortly before, in 1906. 

Surprisingly, however, the Cezanne Arishima showed to the Japanese public was the 
absolute antithesis to the idea of the French self-made art critique and historian, Theodore 
Duret. Arishima characterizes Cezanne as "the artist, who, having penetrated the 
revolutionary spirit, extremely hated to follow the outdated conventions" r1j[tp~*$ r=:ft't 
;*< ~A ~IB~~~~ctJ'~ c:~:ft't~,,5\1~r=~lvt-=@j~J (Arishima Ikuma, ~~~/~ 
"Peintre Paul Cezanne" r@j ~ ~ - ) t" • iz"if /' :x J), Shirakaba, ~ 8 fl~ 1910 vol.l.Nr.3). 

"Republicain renomme" and close friend of Edouard Manet, Theodore Duret (1838-1927), 
hated "revolutionnaries" and "idees revolutionnaires" because of his experience of the 
Commune (1869-70). He not only lost his close friend, Gustave Chaudey (known as Gustave 
Courbet's adviser) but was menaced to be assassinated with his friend Henri Cernuschi by 
Raul Rigault (Inaga 1998). He made every effort to deprive Cezanne of the reputation of 
being "eccentrique" and "revolutionnaire" in the Impressionist circle, so as to give civil right 
to them. It is therefore simply inconceivable that Duret could have written what Arishima 
maintains. 

A simple consultaion of Duret's book clarifies the mystery. Duret says as follows in his 
chapter on Cezanne. "[1]1 faut se garder d'en faire [de P.Cezanne] un homme penetre d'idees 
revolutionnaires et de sentiments hostiles a l'egard des anciennes ecoles." Clearly Arishima 
made a free translation of this passage, but eliminated the caution at the beginning: "il faut se 
garde" (=we should be careful not to make ... ), thus committing a plain contradiction to Duret 
in his interpretation of Cezanne. While Duret is indicating the French classics by referring to 
"[l]es anciennes ecoles," so as to suggest Cezanne's faithfulness to the tradition (if not 
mentionning directly Poussin, as Maurice Denis will do soon), Arishima mistakes them to be 
the contemporary 19th century French academicians and misinterprets Duret's text as 
criticism to the outdated conventions of "art officiel" against which Cezanne strived. 

But the vision of Cezanne as "revolutionnaire" was in good tenns with the Japanese 
expectation of the day, and it was in a sense even anticipated and predetennined. YANAGI 
Muneyoshi (1889-1962)'s text, "Painters of Revolution" testifies to this intellectual 
atmosphere. I assume that the text was written in reaction to, and as a riposte against 
KINOSHITA Mokutaro (1884-1945) who had accused the Shirakaba School of superficial 
understanding of the Western modernity (Inaga 1995). While Kinoshita proposes to learn 
much more from Manet, "Vennittler der Uberlieferung" (the tenn is from Meier-Graefe) 
rather than to worship "blindly" (Kinoshita) Van Gogh or Cezanne, Yanagi tries to justify the 
position of the Shirakaba School by referring to the "Manet and the Post-Impressionism" 
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show, held at the Glafton Galleries in London in 1910 by the initiative of the art critic, Roger 
Fry (1886-1934), whom Yanagi highly praises. Yanagi describes how the show was 
welcomed by the harsh attack from such authoritative academicians as Lord William 
Richmond, of the Royal Academy, who prayed for God to save the art students from the 
"unpleasant dunghills" of Post-impressionists: 

r~RJjHifij~5(O) 1J"7 7 r- ::/@i~-C, i~ED~;* (Post-Impressionists) 0)11=~tJ~~~tt 0>ttt.=[ ... ] 
iOO~(~t ~O)PiII L) ~/5,~c, ¥~ L) ~~ ~~c I~ftt.=~tt -C ~t'=oJ rO 'Y:/-\7 -·7"7-1 tJ~~ 
~O)mJl~, tt*~iOOO)~fi~j}J0)~~C1iffi1~C~, !I~~~ L) 1w*t~~ ~~-c)zttl'(t.=~, 41) 7 
b.. I) 'Y7"i::/ ~gHPId:-~~~~ O-~ )V· 7 n-r ~ -1~~lt, ~tJ)tJ:'a]mJO)[-FI~, 1$tJ~~,1~t 
~1~d::-:J-CtJ)).. ~ ~=1'/tWil/~tJ:~~*~ tJ)0>:7k< 5F~~~5(L \.!mId:Iv*~:ffi-JM9~E8~)ztt1'( 
t.=J (Yanagi Muneyoshi 1pn*t~. r1¥P1JO)iOO~J ~B~~ aA;~ 45 [1912] (Vo1.3.Nr 1), p.2) 

It is commonly said that the term, "Post-impressionism" was coined by Roger Fry 
especially for the show, so as not to repeat the same term "Expressionisten" invented by the 
German art critic, Julius Meier-Graefe (1867-1935) in his Die Entwicklungsgeschichte der 
Moderne Kunst (1904) (the English translation of which having been already available as 
Modern Art in 1908). Interestingly enough, Julius Meier-Graefe pretended to be a faithful 
"disciple" of Theodore Duret, then considered to be the "authority" of Manet and 
Impressionism through his Histoire d'Edouard Manet et de son oeuvre (1902), and Histoire 
des Peintres impressionnistes (1906). And yet this "faithful student"'s "Expressionismus" 
contributed to the formation of an antithetic idea to impressionism by Roger Fry (who 
respectfully included Duret's name in the honorary committee of the show), and to which 
Yanagi and the members of the Shirakaba School willingly subscribed, (mis-)interpreting 
"Post -Impressionism" as "revolutionary," thanks to Lewis Hind's (misleading) book (as we 
shall see later). 

Yanagi seems to refer to an anonymous text entitled "The Post-Impressionists," which 
serves as an introduction to the Catalogue: Manet and the Post-Impressionists, at the Grafton 
Galleries (8 Nov.1910-14.Jan. 1911) now attributed to Desmond MacCarthy (1877-1952). 
However, the definition Yanagi gives to the "Post-impressionism" in his text of 1912, is not 
based on this preface. On the contrary, his definition in "The Painters of Revolution" is, at 
first sight, no less surprising than the (probably intentional) mistranslation committed by 
Arishima Ikuma: 

r tti!!: I ~ I d: R~~ C § ~ C 1$ C tJ~ ~ ~ ;:: C ~ 1~ G -C, ;~ tJ~;~ O):fr I d: ~" ~ ~ 1~ ~" ~ * ~ 1m 
< ~,~~Id:i~ED~;*o)iOO~-C~~o ~9 ~pJT1@J'/10)fll~IJiId:ttt.=~A~0)~~t.=~fjtt 
tJ~1Bi~O)tB~l~ G -C~*a-C~~o iTil G -C~*~t.=~~ii~IJi;:: -t-1d:1Bi~0)~f*J-C~~oJ 

r I f I ~~f*J (a:A ~O) &~3-C ~ ~ 0 -t-I d:~IJi ~ ttt.= 1@J'/1 0) ~ I ~ 9t-tJ: 0> tJ: L \0 J (ibid. pA) 

However, it turns out that this astonishing definition was by no means Yanagi's personal 
concoction or fantasy, but was literally based on an English book: C. Lewis Hind (1862-
1927)'s The Post-Impressionists (London 1911), which was, then, the only available book 
with the title and was enthusiastically read by Yanagi and his circle. In this book, Yanagi had 
found the following definition, which he faithfully translated into Japanese in the above quote: 

"If a child were to ask-"What is Post Impressionism?" I think I should tell that child about 
the Sermon on The Mount, and say-"If the spirit that gives life to the movement we call 
Post-Impressionism is in your heart you will always be trying to express yourself, in your life 
and in your work, with the simple and profound simplicity of the Sermon on The Mount. You 
will say what you have to say as if there were nobody else but you and Nature or God"."/"Art 
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show, held at the Glafton Galleries in London in 1910 by the initiative of the art critic, Roger 
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is not beauty. It is expression. [ ... ]"Art [ ... ] is the Expression of Personality in all its littleness, 
in all its immensity ... " 

C. Lewis Hind, The Post-Impressionists, London 1911 

Strangely, the authority the Hind book enjoyed for a short period of time in Japan faded 
away within a year. KIMURA Sh6hachi (1893-1953) casts a retrospective view in the 
postface to Post-Impressionism, which he edited in 1913, stating that they were "at first 
extremely moved" by the Hind book, but later, "it has become clear that compared to 
Graefe or Duret, Hind is a simple journalist" and that "his view contains many errors" r
a'F1f0)~[1911]J r =tl,(~ c'11C.~ it 6tl,t.:;$:I;;I:tJ:1J)"::) t.:J 1J~ r ~i ['/-7 I ~ ".:::L [,/ I;:.t:t 
/'(tl,ltJ /\.{:/" 1;;1: r-r"""\7-j- I) .A "J -c r -to)~1.J0)~~ L) -c~ .Q*I;;I:, B ~*!.Q l;:itE 
-:J-c~,iil;:a}j S l;:tJ:-:Jt.:Jo ( ~i~!t~~n~;*~ Pfr).Accordingly, Arishima's mistranslation on 
Cezanne is also rectified in Kimura's re-translation. In lieu of "il faut se garder," in Duret's 
French original, Kimura inserts a conciliatory interpretation: "any way, it is inevitable that 
people look at Cezanne attentively as if he were full of revolutionary ideas and incompatible 
with the accomplished schools." r A1J~iBl~;.i~ ~ -C~f(J,Ii!tt~l;:ft!>, jCp.x;~ tl,t.:~m;*c l;i 
~§1§ttl,6QA -C~.Q c~.Q*I;:tJ:.Qo)l;i, W. 'b~ll:.ctJ'~i~tJ:l \*-C~.QJo (Kimura Sh6hachi 
*~1ttl\ ~i~!t~~n~;*~ ::klE 2[1913]. 8. [Nr.17]. Kimura is probably referring to the 
English translation ofDuret's work: History of Manet and the Impressionist Painters, 1912). 

4. 
Such was the vicisitude in the early phase of the Japanese reception of Cezanne which 

precedes Kuroda's own understanding of the master in 1920s. These conflictual interpretations 
were proposed in regard to Cezanne's personality around the Shirakaba school in Tokyo, and 
they were mainly referring to English publications. Contemporary of the Shirakaba school, 
Kuroda Jiitaro, based in Kyoto, was known as a theoretician of the young artists' circles like 
"Chat noir" or "Le Masque." As a Western style oil painter, Kuroda took more interest in the 
theoretical aspect of Cezanne's art. Having a good command of French, Kuroda assiduously -
consulted French contemporary literature. Among them, Kuroda particularly took Maurice 
Denis' writings seriously, as a milestone to establish his own understanding of the modem 
French art. 

In Europe, positioning Cezanne in French modem art history is a major issue at the 
beginning of the 20th Century. In this context, Maurice Denis's texts, such as "L'influence de 
Paul Gauguin" (1903), above mentioned, "Le Soleil"(1906) published in Hermitage after 
Cezanne's death and, "Cezanne," (1907) first published in a magazine of rightwing Catholic, 
L'Occident, directed by Adrian Mithouard, take particular importance. Since his "revelation" 
to the Italian Classicism during his stay in Rome with Andre Gide in 1896, Maurice Denis 
rectifies his idea of Symbolism, and tries to integrate Cezanne in his own artistic genealogy 
(his oil painting, Homage a Cezanne, 1901, being a typical case). In so doing, Maurice Denis 
insists upon the "classical" character of the Maitre d'Aix, especially in his texts published 
after Cezanne's death. 

The famous words attributed to Cezanne: "J'ai voulu faire de l'impressionnisme quelque 
chose de solide et de durable comme l'art des Musees" for example, appears at first and 
uniquely in Maurice Denis's writing (1906, C. A.p.136), and its credibility lies only on the 
authority of Maurice Denis' statement. In the previous year, Charles Camoin has already 
remarked as follows in his reply to the questions raised by Charles Morice about Cezanne: 
"C'est Ie primitif du plein air, il est profondement classique et il n'a cherche qu'a vivifier 
Poussin sur nature" ((Mercure de France, juin-aout 1905, p.369). 

This equation between Poussin and Cezanne gains popularity among the contemporary 
artists who have shortly converted themselves from Symbolism to Classicism. Maurice Denis, 
who also took part in the same "Questions de Cezanne," is now entitled to make the 
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declaration: "[Cezanne], [c']est Ie Possuin de l'impressionnisme" (Theories, p.260; C.A. 
p.148). And this qualification is to be ratified by Emile Bernard, who, as an eyewitness, 
publishes the following as an authentic confession of the "Maitre d'Aix": "Imaginez Poussin, 
refait entierement sur nature, voila Ie classique que j'entend etre" ("Souvenirs de Paul 
Cezanne," Mercure de France, sep.-oct. 1907, p.626). Thus, the classical image of Cezanne is 
established among the younger generation. 

Cezanne's image thus oscilates between Expressionism (Meier-Graefe, Lewis Hind etc.) 
and Classicism (Camoin, Denis, Bernard etc.). To this oscilation one may attribute the origin 
of a confusion (or a careless mistake) Roger Fry commits in his translation of Maurice Denis' 
important text: "Cezanne." As Richard Shiff has already pointed out, Maurice Denis's original: 
"Ce qui etonne Ie plus dans l'oeuvre de Cezanne, c'est assurement les recherches de formes ou 
plus exactement les deformations." ("Cezanne,":1906) was mistranslated by Roger Fry as: 
"What astonishes us most in Cezanne's work is certainly his research for form, or to be exact, 
for deformation." (tras. by Roger Fry in Burlington Magazine, Jan. 1910). While Maurice 
Denis refrains from judging whether the "deformation" in Cezanne is based on the artist's own 
intention or not, Roger Fry's translation ascribes the "deformation" to the artists' own 
conscious "research." Whether intentional or not, Roger Fry thereby proposes a slightly more 
"expressionistic" image of Cezanne than the one given by Maurice Denis. Is Roger Fry 
subconsciously trying to conciliate the antithetical interpretations between Meier-Graefe and 
Maurice Denis, so as to pave the way to his own invention of a new terminology: Post
impressionism? 

5. 
When Kuroda Jiitaro conceives a book on Cezanne and After (1920), he clearly bares 

in mind that Cezanne marks the turning point of the Modern art. And yet, Japanese critics 
and theoreticians, including Kuroda, have to struggle to understand Maurice Denis's dogmatic 
writings, full of leaping arguments and contradictory statements. The confusion is all the 
more inevitable as Kuroda is preparing almost simultaneously, another book on Maurice 
Denis and Symbolists (1921). 

The most fundamental and problematical statement in Maurice Denis' writings 
concerning the relationship between Cezanne's classical aesthetics and Maurice Denis's 
symbolism is the formula of binary opposition between "reproduction" and "representation." 
Maurice Denis guarantees the authenticity of this confession as the one Cezanne has directly 
addressed to him, when he visited the Maitre d'Aix with his friend Ker-Xavier Roussel on 
January 1906. Furthermore, Maurice Denis repetitively claims that this opposition between 
"reproduction" and "representation," proposed by Cezanne, is identical with the symbolistic 
notion of "equivalent" which he had promoted since "around 1890": 

" «La nature, disait Cezanne, j'ai voulu la copier, je n'arrivai pas. Mais j'ai ete content de moi 
lorsque j'ai decouvert que Ie soleil, par example, ne se pouvait pas repro duire , mais qu'il 
fallait Ie representer par autre chose ... par de la couleur.» Voila la definition du Symbolisme 
tel que nous l'entendions vers 1890." (Maurice Denis, "Cezanne" [1907]; C.A. p.140) 

" «Le soleil est une chose qu'on ne peut pas rep~oduire, mais qu'on peut representer.» [ ... J 
Admirable formule qui resumait en Ie contraste de ces deux mots: reproduire et representer, 
notre doctrine du Symbolisme pictural, non litteraire-Ie Symbolisme des equvalents
oppose au vain effort de copie directe des photographes de l'Ecole des Beaux-Arts, et des 
naturalistes de l'ecole du "Temperament" (Maurice Denis, "Chronique de peinture," 
L 'Ermitage, dec. 1906; given as "Soleil" in Theories; C.A.p.122) 

Kuroda did understand the importance of this passage and translated it in full length in his 
Maurice Denis and Symbolists. But, curiously enough, he committed a serious 
misunderstanding of syntax because of the ambiguous apposition in Denis' original text, and 
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consequently overlooked the relationship, which Denis took effort to establish, between 
Cezanne's aesthetics and the idea of symbolistic "equivalent." 

r W~~"9~~~J:, -t-nld:tto) r~~~~ [)~7'DT ~ -1 )~]c rfij:!~~ [)~7'v"if/T- ]0)= 

~O)f§JI~*~~"9.Q~ C r:=ld:~/~\, t)t~...t -~1~[I:f-/~7 /] 0) "if b* I) ~:b --Cld: 
tJ:. <, *~iOO...tO)ft1J')~f~~~["if b* I) A'b]o)*~~'b, ~f*J~~~[I.:J;t )~·T·*"if-7 )~] 
0)~~Bf.JtJ:.@:1~H~~~, r1~ti~ [9 b-'" 7~ /]-;*O)j-T~ 7 I) A "c&~1~ "9.Q Co 

[" ({ The admirable words that resume the difference between "reproduction" and 
"representation» , said Denis, «it is not the Symbolism in literature-that of equivalent-but 
the doctrine of our symbolism in painting, which goes in contrast to the photographic, direct 
reproduction of Ecole des Beaux-Arts, or naturalist of temperament» "] 

(~EEI~:t:a~~R WT;t I) A· r:=C~f~;*~ 1921, pp.39-40) 

Instead of attributing the idea of "equivalent" to the Symbolism in painting, as Maurice 
Denis intended to do, Kuroda, on the contrary, described it as specific to the symbolism in 
literature in opposition to visual art. Evidently, Kuroda failed to grasp the intention of 
Maurice Denis at the very core of the French theoretician's argument. 

This misunderstanding, however, is not really due to Kuroda's incomprehension, for he 
presented a sound explanation of "equivalent" almost in the same period (Inaga 2000b). In his 
Biography of Van Gogh (1923), mainly based on Theodore Duret's Van Gogh (1917;1924), 
Kuroda rejected Theodore Duret's impressionistic understanding of Van Gogh and replaced it 
by a symbolistic interpretation he had acquired. Translating "equivalent" as "equal valeur," 
Kuroda explained that the conventional shading and lighting taught in the academies 
depended on "gradual reduction of color, hue and gradation in chiaroscuro." "Van Gogh, in 
contrast, tried to achieve multi-layered effect by putting colors of equal value side by side. 
Van Gogh realized by "the hue" what Rembrandt, Millet and others in Barbizon School have 
rendered by "value": 

rv /7"7 / "~2: v-l~1J)O)/~)~ t:',)'/O)iOO~1J')r~T['7")~-)~] ((valeur» -C~.QPJT 
~[7 7 /.::J' 'Y *ld:]@.*3[? v-)~] ({couleur» -C~ G ? C ~t-= [ .... ]z:.nld:@.~fO);tJf;~~, 
~@.O)~JT.~, s~a~O)~f~¥tJ:. ~ l::, ~1iffi1~ ({equivalent» 0)@'*3~~1i1#j][~:J ).., iOOim~ 
i*l:J[:J-C -O)~JT~Bf.J~'h:!ll::Jl ~J:? c"9 .Qo)-C~.Qo J 
(~EEI~:t:a~ W'7"/·:J";t?"~ (1923)p.198; cf.TheodoreDuret, Van Gogh, 1917, 1924) 

Given Kuroda's clear understanding of "equivalent," it is more than intriguing that 
Kuroda failed to recognize Maurice Denis's intention of identifying Cezanne's formula with 
the notion of "euqivalent." This failure by Kuroda brings to the fore the plein fact that in 
Maurice Denis's argument, there remains an evident leep of logic between the formula of 
"reprodution vs. representation" and the idea of "equivalent." In other words, Kuroda 
revealed by his defective translation the forced intention of Maurice Denis: pOSItIoning 
Cezanne as "Ie pere du symbolisme en peinture" of the 1890s. As a matter- of fact, what 
Kuroda understood as "equivalent" of the symbolist art theory was neither compatible with, 
nor reducible to, the formula Maurice Denis attributed to Cezanne by force. Let us clarify this 
aspect by comparing Kuroda's translation of Maurice Denis with TANAKA Kisaku's 
tentatives. 

6. 
Kuroda was not the first Japanese who paid special attention to the above mentioned 

passage. TANAKA Kisaku (1885-1945) had made a full Japanese translation of"Le Soleil" as 
early as in 1913, without committing the kind of syntax error Kuroda was trapped by. 
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"representation» , said Denis, «it is not the Symbolism in literature-that of equivalent-but 
the doctrine of our symbolism in painting, which goes in contrast to the photographic, direct 
reproduction of Ecole des Beaux-Arts, or naturalist of temperament» "] 

(~EEI~:t:.a~~R r~;t I) A· r:=C~f~;*~ 1921, pp.39-40) 

Instead of attributing the idea of "equivalent" to the Symbolism in painting, as Maurice 
Denis intended to do, Kuroda, on the contrary, described it as specific to the symbolism in 
literature in opposition to visual art. Evidently, Kuroda failed to grasp the intention of 
Maurice Denis at the very core of the French theoretician's argument. 

This misunderstanding, however, is not really due to Kuroda's incomprehension, for he 
presented a sound explanation of "equivalent" almost in the same period (Inaga 2000b). In his 
Biography of Van Gogh (1923), mainly based on Theodore Duret's Van Gogh (1917;1924), 
Kuroda rejected Theodore Duret's impressionistic understanding of Van Gogh and replaced it 
by a symbolistic interpretation he had acquired. Translating "equivalent" as "equal valeur," 
Kuroda explained that the conventional shading and lighting taught in the academies 
depended on "gradual reduction of color, hue and gradation in chiaroscuro." "Van Gogh, in 
contrast, tried to achieve multi-layered effect by putting colors of equal value side by side. 
Van Gogh realized by "the hue" what Rembrandt, Millet and others in Barbizon School have 
rendered by "value": 
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Given Kuroda's clear understanding of "equivalent," it is more than intriguing that 
Kuroda failed to recognize Maurice Denis's intention of identifying Cezanne's formula with 
the notion of "euqivalent." This failure by Kuroda brings to the fore the plein fact that in 
Maurice Denis's argument, there remains an evident leep of logic between the formula of 
"reprodution vs. representation" and the idea of "equivalent." In other words, Kuroda 
revealed by his defective translation the forced intention of Maurice Denis: positioning 
Cezanne as "Ie pere du symbolisme en peinture" of the 1890s. As a matter- of fact, what 
Kuroda understood as "equivalent" of the symbolist art theory was neither compatible with, 
nor reducible to, the formula Maurice Denis attributed to Cezanne by force. Let us clarify this 
aspect by comparing Kuroda's translation of Maurice Denis with TANAKA Kisaku's 
tentatives. 

6. 
Kuroda was not the first Japanese who paid special attention to the above mentioned 

passage. TANAKA Kisaku (1885-1945) had made a full Japanese translation of"Le Soleil" as 
early as in 1913, without committing the kind of syntax error Kuroda was trapped by. 
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Tanaka, who unsuccessfully intended to publish the entire Japanese translation of Theo
ries, also published in his translation Maurice Denis's "Notes sur la peinture religieuse" 
(1896), a dense and long text revealing French artist's initial inspiration in regard to the idea 
of "equivalent." 

"Etant donne la structure de l'oeil et sa physiologie, Ie mecanisme des associations et les lois 
de la sensibilite (telles du moins que nous les connaissons encore), ils [les symbolistes] en 
tirerent les lois de l'oeuvre d'art et obtinrent tout de suite en s'y conformant des expressions 
plus intenses. Des lors, au lieu de chercher, toujours en vain, a restituer telles quelles leurs 
sensations, ils s'appliquerent a y substituer des equivalents.! II y avait donc etroite 
correspondance entre des formes et des emotions! Les phenomenes signifient des etats d'ame, 
et c'est Ie Symbolisme. La matiere est devenue expressive, et la chair s'est faite Ie verbe. Pour 
avoir continue la route qu'indiquaient Taine et Spencer, nous voici en pleine philosophie 
alexandrine. " 
(Maurice Denis, "Notes sur la peinture religieuse," 1896; C.A. p.37) 
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Though a conscientious translation, Tanaka's Japanese text is almost incomprehensible in 
itself, due to several typographical errors ("phenomese" instead of "phenomene," "by 
expressive" in place of "become expressive" etc.) and omission ("etat" instead of "etat d'ame") 
as well as poor understanding of adjectives ("etroit," "plein" are mistranslated)." Tanaka also 
fails to penetrate the meaning of Duret's pedantic original French text. As I have tried to 
demonstrate elsewhere, the terms like "association, "correspondance," and "equivalent" here 
are borrowed from the contemporary psychology of "Taine et Spencer" (lnaga 1982; 1999). 
Whereas Tanaka apparently did not recognize the psychological background which sustained 
Denis's discussion (hence, incomprehensible result in Tanaka's translation), Kuroda, in his 
Maurice Denis and Symbolists (1921) shows a far more accurate understanding: 
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"The correspondence between the external form and the subjective condition," as Kuroda 
rightly singled out here, was the main idea of "equivalent" for Maurice Denis around 1896. 
And this idea is still kept intact at the moment of Gauguin's death in 1903, when Denis stated 
that "toute l'oeuvre d'art etait une transposition, [ ... J l'equivalent passionne d'une sensation 
reyue" (already quoted, C.A. p.75). At this stage, the idea of "equivalent" had practically little 
to do with the color theory, and at least had nothing to do with Cezanne's idea of 
"reproduction vs. representation," which Maurice Denis will hear from Cezanne only in 
1906 ... 

As for the connection between the usage of primary colors and the notion of equivalent, it 
was not until the publication of Gauguin's manuscript in 1906, that Maurice Denis finally 
obtained a clear idea. In Jean de Rotonchamp's, La Vie de Gauguin (1906, p.211), the 
following passage was printed for the first time: 

"J'ai observe que Ie jeu des ombres et des lumieres ne formait nullement un equivalent colore 
d'aucune lumiere [ ... J Quel en serait donc l'equivalent? La couleur pure! et il faut tout lui 
sacrifier. Un tronc d'arbre de couleur locale, gris bleute, devient bleu pur, et de meme pour 
toutes les teintes. L'intensite de la couleur indiquera la nature de chaque couleur: par exemple 
la mer blue aura un bleu plus intense que Ie tronc d'arbre gris, devenu bleu pur, mais moins 
intense. Puis comme un kilo de vert est plus vert qu'un demi-kilo, il faut pour faire 
l'equivalent (votre toile etant plus petite que la nature) mettre un vert plus vert que celui de la 
nature. Voihlla verite du mensonge." 
(Paul, Gauguin, "Diverses Choses," ca. 1896-98, Oviri, p.177) 

7. 
In my opinion, 1906 was a capital year for the elaboration of artistic theory in Maurice 

Denis's thinking. Firstly, Jean de Rotonchamp's book provided Denis with the first hand 
material to demonstrate Gauguin's idea of pure colors as equivalent of light. Secondly, 
Cezanne's confession about the "representation instead of the reproduction," obtained through 
the interview in Aix, allowed Maurice Denis to graft it on the renewed interpretation of 
"equivalent." And yet, we must keep in mind that the connecting operation itself is due to 
Maurice Denis's personal choice, and we must be careful not to confuse his speculation with 
the historical fact. The transmission of Cezanne's visual thinking to the Nabis in the fin de 
siecle through Paul Gauguin to Serrusier in their encounter at the Bois de l'Amour in 1890 is 
not so much a truth as a founding myth elaborated and propagated mainly by Maurice Denis. 

One more anecdote on the destiny of "equivalent" in guise of conclusion. In Sarah Stein's 
note there is a description of "equivalence" as was explained by Henri Matisse to his female 
disciple CEcrits et propos sur l'art, pp.72-73). In a lettre written to Maurice Denis, around the 
same period, in 1907, Aristede Maillol asked Maurice Denis if he had read the newly 
appeared book by de Rotomchamp. The fact that Maillol was staying in Matisse's house at 
that moment suggests that Matisse had taken interest in de Rotomchamp's La Vie de Gauguin. 
Later Matisse will confess that after having understood where the color theory of Paul 
Gauguin came from, he bagan to better understand Gauguin. In fact, a portion of the 
transcription of Gauguin's manuscript, published in Rotomchamp's book (which we have 
quoted from) contained, in reality, the passages Gauguin had copied from Eugene Delacroix 
(Piron 1856, pp.405-6), without explicitly mentioning the source. Raymond Echolier 
identified Maurice Denis's "equivalent" with Matisse's "equivalence" without showing the 
reason (Escholier 1956, p.36). E.C. Oppler, in her Fauvism Reexamined (1976, p.258) was 
intrigued by the similarity between the two, without elucidating the mystery of the 
coincidence. However, the circumstances above stated would permit us to see the reason of 
this convergence. 

A philological study of the word "equivalent" as an idea, with its contradictory meanings 
and conflictual transmission in history, remains to be done. By referring to the Japanese 
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sources, scarecely known in the West, the present paper tried to make some modest 
contributions to this endeavor to come. 
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sources, scarecely known in the West, the present paper tried to make some modest 
contributions to this endeavor to come. 
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